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Abstract

This paper presents 7DS, a novel peer-to-peer resource
sharing system. 7DS is an architecture, a set of pro-
tocols and an implementation enabling the exchange of
data among peers that are not necessarily connected to
the Internet. Peers can be either mobile or stationary. We
focus on three different facets of cooperation, namely,
data sharing, message relaying and network connection
sharing. 7DS enables wireless devices to discover, dis-
seminate, relay information among each other to increase
the data access. We evaluate via extensive simulations
the effectiveness of our system for data dissemination
and message relaying among mobile devices with a large
number of user mobility scenarios. We model several
general data dissemination approaches and investigate
the effect of the wireless coverage range, 7DS host den-
sity, and cooperation strategy among the mobile hosts as
a function of time. We also present a power conservation
mechanism that is beneficial, since it increases the power
savings, without degrading the data dissemination. Us-
ing theory from random walks, random environments
and diffusion of controlled processes, we model one of
these data dissemination schemes and show that the anal-
ysis confirms the simulation results for this scheme.

1 Introduction

Wireless devices are becoming smaller, more user
friendly and more pervasive. They are not only carried
by humans, but are integrated into physical objects. Peo-
ple access local and general news, traffic or weather re-
ports, sports, maps, guide books, music and video files,
games. We classify mobile information access methods
into three main categories. The first approach provides
“continuous” wireless Internet access; examples include
CDPD, 3G wireless, 802.11 and two-way pagers. Cur-
rently, this access either have sparse coverage, low cost
and high speed (802.11) or have major-cities-only cov-
erage and high cost (Metricom [1]) or have wider cov-
erage, but extremely low rates and high costs (CDPD,
RIM). The second approach provides information access
via fixed (stationary) information servers or infostations.
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The infostations are “information kiosks”, for example,
located at traffic lights, building entrances and airport
lounges. Typically, an infostation is a server attached to
a data repository and a wireless LAN. When a wireless
device is in close proximity to an infostation, it can query
the server and access the information. Both of these ap-
proaches need an infrastructure. If the wired infrastruc-
ture is low-bandwidth, they can be combined by having
caches at the base stations. In that case, when the wire-
less device is within the wireless range of the servers, it
can use the cache or the information server to access the
data or directly the Internet via the base station. Given
the exceedingly expensive license fees attained in recent
government auctions of spectrum, the bandwidth expan-
sion route is bound to be expensive. Similarly, the cost
of tessellating a coverage area with a sufficient number
of base stations or infostations coupled to the associated
high speed wired infrastructure cost is prohibitive. It is
unlikely that the density of base stations and infostations
will keep pace, due to regulatory, environmental and cost
barriers in deploying them. In addition, there are situa-
tions where a communication infrastructure is not avail-
able (such as in emergency situations, disaster relief, res-
cue teams, inside tunnel or subway). In other situations
there is an infrastructure, but it is overloaded or expen-
sive to access. Thus, we focus on a third approach that
does not need the support of any infrastructure (i.e., ad
hoc), based on peer-to-peer data sharing among wireless
devices. The devices are autonomous and not necessarily
connected to the Internet. For the next few years, contin-
uous connectivity to the Internet will not be available at
low cost for mobile users roaming a metropolitan area.

In this paper we focus on the challenge of increasing
the data availability to users roaming a metropolitan area
that experience intermittent connectivity to the Internet.
Two characteristics of the environment motivate our ap-
proach, namely the high spatial locality of information
and queries and the host mobility. The high spatial local-
ity of information results from the type of services we ex-
pect a mobile user will run, namely location-dependent,
service discovery, news services and collaborative appli-
cations. For example, in an urban environment, such
as part of Manhattan during rush hours, a platform of
a train or an airport, a commercial center, a corpora-
tion or a campus, we anticipate that the access patterns
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of the wireless devices will include high spatial locality
of information (such as local and general news, sports,
train schedules, weather reports, maps, routes), service
discovery queries and also popular information (such as
music files, video games). Also, a subset of the wire-
less information access possesses loose delay constraints
(on the order of minutes). We propose 7DS1 as a sys-
tem that complements the three mobile information ac-
cess approaches we describe in the previous paragraph.
It is an architecture and set of protocols enabling the re-
source sharing among peers that are not necessarily con-
nected to the Internet. We focus on three different facets
of cooperation, namely, data sharing, message relaying
and network connection sharing. In the information shar-
ing facet, peers query, discover and disseminate informa-
tion. When the network connection sharing is enabled,
the system allows a host to act as an application-based
gateway and share its connection to the Internet. Hosts
buffer their messages, if they do not have an Internet ac-
cess. When message relaying is enabled, a host forwards
its queued messages to another peer. The motivation is to
exploit host mobility, better utilize the wireless through-
put and reduce the average delay that a message expe-
riences till it reaches the Internet. The hosts also relay
all their messages when they gain Internet access (via a
gateway or base station 2).

7DS runs as an application on heterogeneous devices
(with different capabilities) that are mobile or stationary.
For example, a 7DS−enabled server can either be dual-
homed device connected to the Internet or to a wired
infrastructure of other servers or an autonomous server
attached to a cache with an access to a wireless LAN.
When 7DS runs on handheld devices (e.g., PDAs), it
will use power conservation and collaboration methods
different from the server’s ones. In earlier work [2], we
investigated the network connection sharing. Here, we
focus on information sharing and message relaying.

We distinguish two principal interaction types, namely
peer-to-peer (P-P) and server-to-client (S-C). In P-P, 7DS
hosts are cooperative with each other. S-C schemes oper-
ate in a more asymmetric fashion: there are some coop-
erative hosts (e.g., 7DS servers) that respond to queries
and non-cooperative, resource constrained clients (e.g.,
PDAs). 7DS nodes can collaborate by data sharing,
forwarding messages (such as, “rebroadcasting” queries
and data or relaying messages to an Internet gateway) or
by caching popular data objects. For example, an au-
tonomous 7DS server may monitor for frequently re-

1“7DS” stands for “Seven Degrees of Separation”, a variation on
the “Six Degrees of Separation” hypothesis, which states that any hu-
man knows any other by six acquaintances or relatives. There is an
analogy with our system, particularly, with respect to data recipients
and the device with the “original” copy. We have not explored if a
similar hypothesis is true here.

2We will use the term gateway to refer to a base station or stationary
server that provides wireless Internet access.

quested data, request them from other peers and cache
the data locally to serve future queries. The information
is typically web pages or any data elements of modest
size.

In this new framework, we address some general ques-
tions related to the effect of wireless coverage range,
density of devices, query mechanism, type of coopera-
tion among the hosts and their power conservation strat-
egy on data dissemination. For example, how fast does
information spread in such setting if all nodes are coop-
erative with each other? How does it change when only
a few nodes cooperate (e.g., the 7DS-enabled servers)?
What is the percentage of the nodes that acquire a data
item over time? What is the average delay that a node ex-
periences till it receives the data? How does the server-
to-client compare to a peer-to-peer approach? How does
the wireless coverage range, power conservation, speed,
density of devices and servers affect the data dissemi-
nation? The investigation of these issues can also give
insight for the design of an wireless information infras-
tructure in a metropolitan area. It appears to be not
amenable to an analytical solution except for simplified
settings with respect to the node layout, mobility pattern
and user interaction pattern. Also, notice that there are
no real traces available for the access patterns of mo-
bile, wireless users which would be adequate for our pur-
poses. To investigate these issues and also assess the ef-
ficiency of information dissemination via 7DS, we per-
form a simulation-based study. In addition to the simula-
tions, we also present our initial analytical results using
diffusion controlled processes theory. The simulations
and analysis are not tied to 7DS, and provide more gen-
eral results on data dissemination. Recently, we begun
using the actual testbed to measure the performance of
the system. Earlier this was not possible primarily due to
cost reasons (e.g., hiring a large number of users to more
accurately “approximate” the user’s social behaviour).

We would like to emphasize the differences of our ap-
proach and the setting we consider from that in related
works. Ad hoc and sensor networks typically assume
a relative high density of devices that results in a con-
nected network (a host can access other hosts via multi-
hop routing) [3, 4, 5, 6]. They also assume cooperative
nodes, part of the same infrastructure, that relay packets
on behalf of other nodes. On the other hand, a 7DS net-
work is rarely connected and the time taken for one 7DS
node to come in close proximity to another can be of the
order of minutes. As we mentioned, in our setting, peers
have different capabilities and cooperation strategy and
they are not necessarily all cooperating with each other.
Both in ad hoc and sensor networks the emphasis has
been on routing protocols.

7DS acquires the data from other peers within its
wireless coverage using single-hop broadcast. Due to
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the highly dynamic environment and the type of infor-
mation, 7DS does not try to establish more permanent
caching or service discovery mechanisms. Instead we
explore the transient aspect of information dissemina-
tion. Note that this setting is orthogonal to the service
discovery in the wide area network. In the latter, typ-
ically, there is an infrastructure of cooperative servers
that create indices to locate data based on the queries and
the content of the underlying data sources of their local
domain [7]. There is substantial work on hoarding and
prefetching [8, 9]. Hoarding allows a mobile device, be-
fore disconnecting from the wired network, to prefetch
data to increase the user’s data availability while she/he
remains disconnected and reintegrate upon reconnection.
They addressed issues related with the data consistency
and targeted in a traditional file system setting. The files
exist and the system knows them prior to the discon-
nection. Finally, an extensive amount of work has been
done in the context of infostations. They use a single
server/multiple clients model in which the server broad-
casts data items based on received queries. They mostly
address issues related to efficient scheduling algorithms
for the server broadcast that minimize the response de-
lay and power consumption of mobile devices, and uti-
lize efficiently the bandwidth of the broadcasting channel
[10, 11, 12]. Section 5 discusses related work in greater
detail.

In our simulations, we consider variations of the P-P
and S-C schemes as well as some hybrid ones. We con-
sider a simple power conservation mechanism that pe-
riodically enables the network interface. During the on
interval 7DS hosts communicate with their peers. In its
asynchronous mode, the on and off intervals are equal
(but not synchronized). In synchronous mode, the on
and off intervals are synchronized among hosts (and not
necessarily equal). We also vary the wireless range of
the network interfaces. We evaluate these approaches by
measuring the percentage of hosts that acquire the data
item as a function of time and their average delay. At
the beginning of each experiment, only one 7DS host
has the data item of interest and the remaining hosts are
interested in this data item. We also evaluate the prob-
ability that a message will finally reach the Internet and
the impact of message relaying. We found that the den-
sity of the cooperative hosts, their mobility and the trans-
mission power have great impact on data dissemination.
For a region with the same density of hosts, P-P outper-
forms S-C with no cooperation among the mobile de-
vices. The simulations indicate that, the probability that
a host that queries for a data object will acquire it by time
t follows the function 1 − e−a

√

t when using S-C mode
with fixed server and no cooperation among the mobile
devices (i.e., FIS). In case of high density of coopera-
tive hosts, the data dissemination using P-P grows even

faster (e.g., 1−e−at). For example, in P-P, in a setting of
15 hosts with wireless range of 230 m, after 25 minutes,
99% of the users will acquire the data compared to just
42% of the users in the FIS. For the same average delay
of 6 minutes, a host using FIS will get the data with a
42% probability, whereas using synchronous P, even in
a setting of only five hosts per km2, this probability is
double. For lower transmission power, P-P outperforms
FIS by 20% to 70%. In the case of only five hosts, the
two approaches differ by 3% to 43%, depending on the
transmission power.

We also discover two important scaling properties of
data dissemination by expanding the area and varying
the speed, the density of wireless coverage (i.e., average
wireless coverage per space unit) of cooperative hosts
and the density of cooperative hosts (i.e., average num-
ber of cooperative hosts per space unit). First, the per-
formance remains the same when we scale the area but
keep the density of the cooperative hosts and transmis-
sion power fixed. Second, for fixed wireless coverage
density, the larger the density of cooperative hosts, the
better the performance. In S-C, this implies that for the
same wireless coverage density, it is more efficient to
have a larger number of cooperative hosts with lower
transmission power than fewer with higher transmission
power. We can further generalize our simulation results
using these properties. Also, these results can assist in
the design of wireless data infrastructures.

The contributions of this paper are

1. An overview of the design and implementation of
7DS, a novel system that enables information dis-
semination and sharing among mobile hosts in a
peer-to-peer fashion.

2. An evaluation via extensive simulations of 7DS and
the effects of the wireless coverage range, 7DS
host density, cooperation strategy among the mobile
hosts as a function of time.

3. The synchronous power conservation, a beneficial
mechanism that increases the power savings sub-
stantially, without degrading the data dissemina-
tion.

4. An analytical model for FIS using theory from ran-
dom walks and environments and the kinetics of
diffusion-controlled processes. The analytical re-
sults on data dissemination are consistent with the
simulation results for FIS.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 gives an overview of the main components of
7DS. Section 3.1 describes in more detail the P-P and
S-C models. Section 3.2 presents simulation results and
Section 4 the modeling and analysis of FIS using kinetics
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of diffusion controlled processes. Finally, in Section 6,
we summarize our conclusions and discuss directions for
future work.

2 System architecture overview

We assume that the mobile host has a network connec-
tion to access the Internet, e.g., via a wireless modem
or a base station, and is also capable of communicating
with other hosts via a wireless LAN (e.g., IEEE 802.11).
7DS runs as an application on mobile hosts and com-
municates with other 7DS participants via a wireless
LAN. We focus on information access from the Internet
that takes place by retrieving data objects identified by
URLs. When such access fails (for example due to the
loss of the Internet connection), 7DS tries to acquire the
data from other 7DS peers. Figure 1 (a) illustrates how
7DS operates. Mobile host A tries to access a data ob-
ject (e.g., web page). The local 7DS detects that the host
has no connection to the Internet and tries to access the
page from the peers in close proximity via the wireless
LAN. Mobile host D has walked way and cannot listen
the query. Both host B and C receive the query. Host C
has a copy of the data in its cache and responds to A’s
query.

7DS uses three types of messages to communicate
with other peers: queries, reports and advertisements. A
query consists of a set of attributes with their values, such
as the URL of the data object and the MAC address of the
host that generated it. These two attributes, the URL of
the data object and the MAC address, are also used as
the query identifier. The system forms queries based on
the URL of the data object it tries to acquire. 7DS main-
tains a query list, in which it also includes the URLs the
system predicts the user will visit in the next few hours.
It multicasts these queries periodically via the wireless
LAN to a predefined multicast group. 7DS may use dif-
ferent multicast groups for different queries/data items.
It determines the appropriate group either by hashing the
URL of the requested data item or using some applica-
tion specific criteria. In order to conserve more power, a
host may listen to a subset of these groups depending on
the data objects it is willing to share. Both in the proto-
type and simulations, we consider single-hop multicast,
using the “ad-hoc mode” of 802.11. When receiving a
query, each 7DS peer searches the cache. If a host finds
a match, it forms and broadcasts a report. The report
is describing the relevant data. After a defined interval,
7DS selects from the received reports, the most relevant
ones based on application-specific criteria and then it ini-
tiates an HTTP GET request.

The advertisements are application-specific messages
that announce the presence of 7DS-enabled server.
Power constrained devices use a “passive” mode for par-

Figure 1: The arrows show the message exchange for
the 7DS communication. The ellipse denotes the wire-
less coverage of each host, the shaded signal the wireless
LAN and the non-shaded one the (lost) connectivity to
the Internet.

ticipating in the system. In particular, they participate
only when the expectation for data availability is high,
for example, when they receive an advertisement. A
7DS-enabled server broadcasts periodically such adver-
tisements with a description of the information or appli-
cation it supports. A 7DS with passive mode enabled
host sends the query directly to the server, when it re-
ceives an advertisement. We call this “passive” query-
ing, as opposed to active querying that takes place peri-
odically until 7DS receives the data.

We use XML to describe 7DS messages. 7DS ex-
tracts the metadata from the queries received from other
peers and performs an attribute-matching search in its lo-
cal cache. A report includes an identifier that matches the
identifier of its corresponding query, and a data descrip-
tion field that contains the relevant information in the lo-
cal cache of the peer that responds. The report message
also consists of some optional attributes with their val-
ues, such as the original URL, the time the object (of the
data description field) was cached locally, time the origi-
nal copy was created, its HTML title, size and format, the
quality of the wireless transmission (using the signal-to-
noise ratio value), the author, language, size and content
type of the object. Some of this information is inherently
provided by web objects, while others require adding ad-
ditional (application-specific) meta information. 7DS
either passes the received reports for display or issues
an HTTP GET request automatically (via the web client)
using the local URL of the selected report to receive the
complete object. A miniature web server is running as
a part of 7DS which services the HTTP GET requests.
The primary information propagation is through the use
of caching rather than reliable state maintenance. It is not
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a goal of the current prototype to resolve inconsistency
among copies of a data object. 7DS peers may have sev-
eral objects matching a single query.

7DS organizes and indexes the cache. Through a
GUI, it provides the capability to the user to view, browse
and manage the cache. In the current prototype, the con-
tent of the cache is displayed in a tree-like structure. We
are extending it to support grouping of the cache con-
tent to predefined categories and searching tools using
the meta-data attributes of the stored objects. The user
can set the access permissions for files and directories
in the cache and specify the objects to share with other
peers. To protect the user privacy, the system only trans-
mits reports or pages that corresponds to public available
objects. 7DS can encrypt a private object before its trans-
mission.

7DS trades power for data only when the battery level
is above a threshold. Via a battery monitor and a power
management protocol, 7DS aims to adapt communica-
tion to reduce energy consumption during idle periods,
when there is low expectation for data or collaboration
and when the battery life is below a threshold. Gener-
ally, the prediction for data is a hard problem. In order
to decide for the data availability, we currently use ad-
vertisements from the servers and the traffic in the net-
work. When power conservation is enabled, the mobile
host periodically turns off its wireless LAN interface.
The system can also adapt its communication with other
7DS peers by tuning several “thresholds” in the battery
level. Generally, the degree of participation depends on
the querying (active or passive, frequency interval) and
type of collaboration (data sharing and forwarding sup-
port). We also consider a power conservation method
we consider alternates from the on state of the network
interface to the off state. During the interval that the net-
work interface is on, 7DS communicates with the other
hosts by sending queries, forwarding or receiving reports
or data. The mobile host broadcasts a query at each on
interval till it receives the data.

An important feature of our architecture is its easy de-
ployment. The system displays both the reports as well
as the complete data information using any browser. It
is transparent to wired and wireless networks as well as
to different information providers that participate in the
system. Also, 7DS is flexible to support different appli-
cations and able to form queries and application-specific
criteria for the selection of the appropriate cached copies
as long these applications access the data using URLs.
Users only need to install the software and 7DS con-
figures itself with minimal manual intervention; the sys-
tem does not require any registration for data distribu-
tion. The system is resilient to failures and inconsisten-
cies that occur in this dynamic environment. 7DS is re-
source aware and tries to utilize the constrained resources

efficiently.
The communication and caching components are sim-

ple. However, the paradigm is powerful and it triggers
many challenging issues. It allows us to address some
general questions on the performance of data dissemi-
nation among mobile devices which is the focus of this
paper. Also, we currently investigate mechanisms to pro-
vide security and incentives to cooperate using a token-
based approach [13], lightweight offline micropayments
methods [14] and a rendezvous-based approach. The
main idea of the rendezvous-based approach is that a
group of cooperative hosts decides on a time interval
to communicate (potentially with encrypted messages).
They can turn their network interface on and start par-
ticipating in 7DS only during the decided time interval.
This is also related to the synchronization power conser-
vation we describe in Section 3. The prototype is written
in Java and uses the Glimpse search engine [15]. We are
in the process of implementing it on Windows CE. De-
tails on the implementation and discussion can be found
at [16].

3 Performance Evaluation
3.1 System models and operation modes

7DS can operate in different modes that depend on the
cooperation strategy among peers (data sharing, forward-
ing), power conservation and query mechanism (active,
passive querying). To investigate its performance and in
particular the effect of transmission power and the differ-
ent modes of operation on data distribution, we evaluate
P-P and S-C along with their variants. For simplicity,
we refer to the 7DS hosts in these schemes as nodes or
peers and the 7DS host that has the data originally in the
S-C schemes as server. In the P-P schemes, all nodes are
mobile with active querying enabled. We simulate three
variations depending on the type of cooperation, namely
data sharing (DS), forwarding (FW) and both data shar-
ing and forwarding enabled (DS+FW). When forwarding
is enabled, upon the receipt of a query or data, 7DS peers
rebroadcast it, if they have not rebroadcasted another
message during the last 10 s. The last condition is a sim-
ple mechanism for preventing flooding in the network.
We separate the S-C schemes into the “straight” S-C
without any cooperation among clients (namely, FIS and
MIS) and some hybrid ones with cooperative clients. In
FIS (MIS) scheme, there is a fixed (mobile) host with the
data that acts as a server. The remaining nodes (clients)
are mobile, non cooperative with active querying enabled
and without any power conservation mechanism. They
receive data only from the server. The hybrid schemes
are with passive querying enabled and fixed server. As
we mentioned in Section 2, in passive querying mode,
the server sends an advertisement every 10 sec. Hosts
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send queries upon the receipt of an advertisement.

Model Cooperation Options Querying
S-C only server, server

mobile/fixed
(FIS/MIS)

DS (only server) active

P-P all hosts DS, FW, DS+FW active
Hybrid fixed server, coop-

erative peers
DS, FW, DS+FW passive

Table 1: Summary of the schemes with their querying
mechanism.

Let us describe the main motivations for the compar-
isons we make in the remaining section. The P-P vs.
straight S-C comparison is to understand the effect of
the cooperation among mobile peers. The P-P and MIS
vs. FIS shows how mobility affects data dissemination.
In particular, the MIS vs. FIS comparison focus exactly
on the effect of server mobility on data dissemination.

3.2 Model assumptions

Nodes move in a 1000 m x 1000 m area according to
the random waypoint mobility model [3]. This ran-
dom walk-based model is frequently used for individ-
ual (pedestrian) movement [3, 4, 5]. The random way-
point breaks the movement of a mobile host into alter-
nating motion and rest periods. Each mobile host starts
from a different position and moves to a new randomly
chosen destination. For each node, the initial and end
point for each segment are distributed randomly across
the area. Each node is moving to its destination with a
constant speed uniformly selected from (0 m/s, 1.5 m/s).
When a mobile host reaches its destination, it pauses for
a fixed amount of time, then chooses a new destination
and speed (as in the previous step) and continues mov-
ing. Later in the section we describe two scaling proper-
ties that allow us to show that our simulations are robust
and to generalize the results when we expand the area or
increase the user speed.

The query interval consists of an on and off interval.
The broadcast is scheduled at a random time selected
from the on interval. The asynchronous mode is the de-
fault power conservation method. We explicitly denote
the schemes with synchronous mode enabled with the
word “sync”. In schemes with no power conservation,
the off interval is equal to 0 and the on and query inter-
val are the same. The exchange of queries, reports and
advertisements takes place during the on interval. Gener-
ally, the transmission of the complete data object (for ex-
ample, web page) is scheduled separately. For example,
the dataholder may select a time (“rendezvous point” in
which the HTTP transmission takes place) and include it
in the report message. At that time, both the querier and
dataholder set their network interface on and the querier
initiates the HTTP get request (as described in Section

2). In the simulations, we concentrate only on the ex-
change of 7DS queries, reports and advertisements. A
cooperative dataholder responds to a query by sending
the data item in the report. In this simulation study, we
assume one data object, and all hosts in the area are in-
terested in this data item. When a host receives a report
for this data item, it becomes dataholder. This simplifi-
cation is reasonable in order to investigate the dominant
parameters on data dissemination.
A scenario (file) “defines” the topology and movement
of each host that participates in an experiment. We con-
sider different number of hosts in the area. Later in this
section, we scale the area and vary the density of the
hosts and their wireless coverage. We would like to em-
phasize that this host density does not necessarily repre-
sent the total number of hosts in that area, but just indi-
cates the popularity of the defined data object. By vary-
ing the density of hosts, we study how data items of dif-
ferent popularity disseminate in such environment. We
speculate that in an urban environment such as Lower
Manhattan, near the platform of the train or subway stop
in a rush hour, there will be from four to 25 wireless de-
vices (carried by humans or integrated into physical ob-
jects) that could be interested to get the local and general
news using PDAs or other wireless devices. A density
of 25 hosts per km2 corresponds to very popular data
whereas a density of five hosts per km2 corresponds to a
more typical data object [17]. We generate 300 different
scenarios for different density values.

In each of these scenarios, the mobility pattern of each
host is created using the mobility pattern we described,
except in the FIS-based schemes, that the server is sta-
tionary. We run simulations using these scenarios, for
the different schemes of Table 1. The wireless LAN is
modeled as an 802.11 network interface. We use the ns-2
simulator [18] with the mobility and wireless extensions
[19]. We consider transmission powers of 281.8mW
(high), 281.8

24 mW (medium) and 281.8
28 mW (low). As-

suming the two-ray ground reflection model these trans-
mission powers correspond to ranges of approximately
230 m, 115 m and 57.5 m, respectively. Note that consid-
ering the simulation results on these ranges and the scal-
ing properties we describe later, we can generalize the
performance of 7DS for different transmission power.

Parameter Value
Pause time 50 sec
Mobile user speed (0,1.5) m/sec
server advertisement interval 10 sec
Forward message interval 10 sec

Table 2: Simulation constants.

We evaluate the effectiveness of our approaches, by
computing the percentage of nodes that acquire the in-
formation after a period of time. In the percentage we do
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Figure 2: Percentage of dataholders after 25 minutes for high, medium and low transmission power, respectively. The
query interval is 15 sec.

not include the node that has the data at the beginning of
the simulation. We also compute the average delay until
a mobile host receives the information from the time it
sends the first query. We run the 300 generated scenarios
for each test and computed the average of the percent-
age of hosts that become dataholders by the end of each
test. The default simulation time is 25 minutes. How-
ever, we also investigate data dissemination over time
and vary the simulation time from 150 sec to 50 minutes.
The hosts start querying in average after 90 sec from the
beginning of the simulation. The 95% confidence inter-
val for the average percentage of dataholders is within
0-11% of the computed average, with the variance tend-
ing to be higher for low host density.
Figures 2 show the percentage of dataholders as a func-
tion of the density of hosts for P-P and S-C schemes. In
this set of simulations, the query interval is 15 sec. For
high transmission power, as in Figure 2 (a), 7DS proves
to be an effective data dissemination tool. Even when the
network is sparse, 77% of the users will acquire the data
during the 25 minutes of the experiment. For networks
with ten or more hosts, more than 96% of the users will
acquire the data during the 25 minutes. For host densities
of 25 hosts per km2, the probability of acquiring the data
is very close to 100%. The P-P vs. FIS comparison illus-
trates the effect of data sharing among mobile peers. In
Figure 2 (a), in a setting of 25 hosts, P-P schemes outper-
form FIS by 55%. In particular, in P-P, 99.9% of hosts
will acquire the data after 25 minutes, compare to 42% of
the users in the FIS. For lower transmission power, P-P
outperforms FIS by 20% to 70% (Figures 2). The impact
of data sharing among peers is also apparent in hybrid
schemes. In particular, the hybrid vs. S-C schemes for
density of ten or more hosts per km2 and medium or high
transmission power.

Notice that forwarding in addition to data sharing does
not result in any further performance improvements.
This is due to the low probability that a case as the fol-

lowing occurs: There is a querier A and a dataholder C
that cannot listen to each other, and a third host B that can
communicate with both and forward data. Moreover, A
will not acquire the data directly from a dataholder till
the end of the test. We would like to emphasize that this
is true also for smaller simulation times, starting from
150 sec (just a few seconds after the hosts start query-
ing). Due to the lack of space, we do not include the
graphs that illustrate it; the reader is referred to [17] for
more information. In a more dense setting of mobile
hosts that forward messages independent on their data
interests, we expect forwarding to have a higher impact.
Forwarding without data sharing results in a performance
improvement. For example, in Figures 2 hybrid schemes
with forwarding enabled outperforms FIS by 4%-40%
depending on transmission power.

As we expect for both FIS and MIS, their performance
remains constant as the number of hosts increases, since
a data exchange takes place only when a querier is in
proximity to the server. In addition, notice that in Fig-
ures 2 (a) ,(b) and (c) MIS outperforms FIS by approxi-
mately 22%, 16%, 6%, respectively. An intuitive expla-
nation is based on the fact that, in MIS schemes, the rel-
ative speed of the server from the clients is larger than
in FIS schemes (where the server is fixed). Therefore,
the mobile information server will meet with more hosts
and disseminate the data faster. On the other hand, as
we expect, the density of hosts affects the schemes that
are based on peer-to-peer cooperation. As the number of
hosts increases from five to 25 hosts, in P-P schemes with
medium transmission power, the performance improves
substantially.

Measurements of the power consumption of the wire-
less network interfaces have shown that they consume
substantial power even when they are idle (powered on
but not sending or receiving packets). Moreover, receiv-
ing packets costs marginally more energy than being idle
[20]. Using the asynchronous power conservation mech-
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Figure 3: Figures (a) and (b) illustrate the impact of synchronous mode on data dissemination in a P-P with data
sharing and a Hybrid with data sharing and forwarding scheme, respectively. Figure (c) illustrates the average delay
for the P-P with data sharing. Query interval is 15 sec and the on period in “sync” schemes is 1.5 sec. The simulation
time is 25 minutes.

anism we described with the on and off intervals to be
equal there is 50% power savings, since the network in-
terface is on only half the time. As Figures 2 illustrate
there is some degradation in data dissemination. This
is due to the decrease of the time interval the hosts can
communicate. If we keep the query interval constant and
reduce the on interval, the smaller the on interval, the
higher power savings. However, with smaller intervals,
the degradation of data dissemination is larger. To pre-
vent this degradation, we enable the synchronous mode.
As we show in Figure 3, when the synchronous mode is
enabled, even with a small on interval, the power conser-
vation does not cause any degradation of the data dis-
semination. More specifically, Figure 3 (a) illustrates
P-P schemes with data sharing and Figure 3 (b) hybrid
schemes with data sharing and forwarding. The query in-
terval is 15 sec, in which, during the first 1.5 sec the net-
work interface is on and at the remaining time (13.5 sec)
switches off. In an ideal setting without packet losses
and need for retransmission, the number of messages ex-
changed in the P-P schemes without power conservation
and the ones with synchronous power conservation are
the same. Therefore, the power spendings due to mes-
sage receiving/sending is the same, whereas the period
in the idle state is reduced (the network interface is on
only during 10% of the time). The synchronous mode
may result in a 90% reduction in power dissipation. In
general, hosts may query for different data items. In very
dense settings retransmissions and packet losses may re-
sult in further power spendings. It is part of our future
work to investigate further the synchronous power con-
servation mode and the impact of retransmissions, packet
loss and on interval in such environment.

In [21], we investigated the performance of the sys-
tem as a function of the query interval using the asyn-
chronous power conservation method (i.e., the on in-

terval is half the query interval and not synchronized).
The degradation in the FIS performance is relative small
compared to P-P schemes as the query interval increases.
This is due to the high probability that a mobile host that
gets in close proximity to a server acquires the data (i.e.,
there is sufficient time to broadcast a query and receive
the data). In P-P schemes the impact of the query in-
terval can be more apparent. In a setting of 25 hosts
with medium transmission power, data sharing and no
power conservation, when the query interval increases
from 15 sec to 3 minutes the degradation is approxi-
mately 30% and for five hosts, it reaches 50%. However,
using the synchronous power conservation, even when
we maintain a low ratio of the on-interval (e.g., 5% with
on interval to be 6 sec and query interval 2 minutes), we
expect the degradation to be much weaker. We need to
investigate further what is the optimal on and query in-
terval and when a mobile host need to switch to passive
querying to utilize its battery more efficiently.

As we mentioned earlier we evaluate the average de-
lay a host experiences till it receives the data since its
first query. For each test, we compute the average delay
of the nodes that acquired the data by the end of simula-
tion. Then, we take the average over all 300 sets, exclud-
ing the ones without new dataholders. First, let us fix the
simulation time to 25 minutes and compare P-P and FIS
schemes in terms of average delay for the same probabil-
ity of acquiring the data. In P-P with data sharing and no
power conservation, for high transmission power (Fig-
ure 3 (c)), the average delay is as high as 6 minutes for
sparse networks and reaches 77 sec for dense networks
(Figure 3 (c)). In the case of low transmission power, it
reaches 13 minutes. Using FIS, the average delay is con-
stant (over the number of hosts in the area) and for high
transmission power is 6 minutes, whereas for low trans-
mission power it reaches 9 minutes. So, (sync) P-P with
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Figure 5: Performance of the fixed information server (FIS) schemes as a function of the simulation time.

Figure 4: Scalability property. The dark disks depict the
wireless coverage of a host. For fixed wireless coverage,
the larger the density of cooperative hosts, the more effi-
cient the data dissemination.

data sharing, even in the case of low density of hosts,
performs better than FIS. For the same average delay to
acquire the data (6 minutes), the probability to acquire
the data in the P-P doubles. This becomes clear when
compare P-P in Figure 3 (a) and (c) and FIS in Figures
5 (a) and (b).

Figures 6 compare FIS and P-P with data sharing and
no power enabled. Note that for these Figures we have
combined the simulation results on the probability a host
acquires the data and the average delay it experiences as
functions of time. For example, for the case of one server
in a 2km x 2km area with high transmission power (Fig-
ure 6 (a)), we use the results of Figures 5 (a) and (b). The
percentage of hosts that acquire the data in P-P with high
transmission power reaches 40% with an average delay
of 135 sec. With the same delay and using FIS, 30% of
hosts will acquire the data. With FIS a 40% probabil-
ity of acquiring data corresponds to an average delay of
6 minutes whereas using (sync) P-P this probability dou-
bles (even for a low density cooperative host setting). For

a higher average delay of 10 minutes, 85% hosts will ac-
quire the data using P-P and 50% using FIS. In the case
of medium transmission power, with an average delay of
315 sec, a host will get the data with a probability of 15%
and 22% using FIS and P-P, respectively.

Let us now discuss the scaling properties and general-
ize our performance results. First, we focus on expand-
ing the area but keep the movement pattern the same.
Both in P-P and FIS schemes, when we expand the
area, but keep the density of hosts and their transmission
power fixed, the performance of data dissemination re-
mains the same. This is an indication that our simulation
results are robust. For example, Figure 5 (a) shows this
scaling property in FIS. Specifically in FIS, it is suffi-
cient to fix only the density of the servers, since only the
servers cooperate. Let p(t) denote the probability a host
will acquire the data by time t. Figure 5 (c) shows the
probability that a host will not acquire the data by time
t, i.e., 1 − p(t) (or survival probability) on a logarithmic
scale. This figure shows the percentage of data holders
at time t using the transformation (log(1−p(t)))2. Their
shape indicates that p(t) in FIS follows the 1 − e−

√

at.
In P-P settings (e.g., P-P with data sharing and power
conservation) p(t) grows faster than in FIS and our sim-
ulation results indicate that the P-P with data sharing and
power conservation can be approximated by the function
1 − e−at, especially, for not very dense settings (e.g.,
with less than 20 hosts per km2 transmitting with high or
medium power). For very dense settings, this probability
grows even faster.

Another important scaling property is related to the
effect of density of cooperative hosts vs. their wireless
coverage density. Assuming the same total area of wire-
less coverage, we investigate the impact of host density
for both the P-P and FIS schemes. Particularly in FIS,
this can be viewed as design decision. Figure 4 illus-
trates two possible deployments of servers with the same
wireless data coverage (assuming an ideal transmission
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Figure 6: The average delay to receive the data as a function of the probability to acquire it. Figure (a) illustrates FIS
whereas Figures (b) and (c) P-P with data sharing schemes.

model with the power inverse to the square of distance).
The density of servers in the left is higher than that in
the right, but they have lower transmission power. For
both the two settings, we assume the same mobility pat-
tern. Figures 4 depict a host moving with fixed speed v
and traveling on a line segment during an interval. The
setting of the larger number of servers with lower trans-
mission power is more effective in terms of power spend-
ings and wireless throughput utilization. We found that
for fixed total wireless coverage, the higher the cooper-
ative host density, the better the performance. Simula-
tions indicate that this is true with both the FIS and the
P-P schemes. An intuitive explanation is that, in Figure
4 the two deployments become equivalent by “scaling
down” the left scheme (to match the right one). But after
this “scaling”, it is as if the speed of the hosts at the left
scheme doubles. That is, the left setting is the same with
the right one (in terms of area, transmission power of the
servers and servers density), but with the hosts moving
faster. Therefore, the probability a host will get into the
coverage of a server increases.

Figure 6 (a) compares two FIS settings. The first in-
cludes one server in a 2km x 2km area with high trans-
mission power and the latter four servers in a 2km x 2km
area with medium transmission power. The case with
higher density of servers perform better. For example,
a 20% probability of acquiring the data, the FIS scheme
with higher density of servers corresponds to an aver-
age delay of 500 s. For the same wireless coverage, but
lower density of servers, this probability corresponds to
a double average delay. Figures 6 (b) and (c) illustrate
similar results in P-P schemes for different host densi-
ties. For a 40% probability of acquiring the data, the
average delay is 600 sec in the higher density of hosts
setting (5 hosts/km2) whereas in a lower density setting,
it doubles. Note that when we scale the speed of the mo-
bile hosts and fix the mobility pattern and host density,
we can compute the performance of data dissemination

from the previous setting.
As we discussed in the Section 1, the message relaying

is another facet of cooperation among the mobile hosts.
We assume hosts generate messages and buffer them lo-
cally, when there is no Internet access. When a host gains
access (i.e., it is in the wireless coverage of a gateway), it
relays these messages to the gateway. A host may relay
its own messages to another peer when forwarding is en-
abled. We investigate the impact of message relaying on
the probability that a message will reach a gateway and
on the average delay from the time the message was cre-
ated till it reaches a gateway. To control the message ex-
plosion, we impose two restrictions. First, a host relays
all queued messages to a gateway, but only its own mes-
sages to another peer. That is, a given message reaches
the Internet via at most two hops. Second, we restrict
the number of times a host may relay a given message.
When a host has queued messages for relaying, it queries
for a gateway or a relay host. A host that receives these
queries may respond. Upon the receipt of such response,
the querier forwards the queued messages to that host.
Those messages need to satisfy the above two restric-
tions. In addition, a host transmits only once the same
message to a host. The gateways advertize periodically
their presence. Upon the receipt of such advertisement, a
host forwards all the queued up messages to the gateway.

Figures 7 (a) and (b) illustrate the probability that a
host will reach the Internet as a function of the host den-
sity. We assume one gateway per km2 area. Figure 7 (a)
shows the percentage of the generated messages at each
host that reach the Internet and the impact of forwarding
to relay nodes. We assume that the hosts generate mes-
sages with constant rate (a message at every three min-
utes). The average number of buffered messages at each
host is five. For high host density, forwarding doubles the
percentage of messages that reaches the Internet. Notice
that forwarding a message to more than one relay nodes
does not improve substantially the performance. Figure
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Figure 7: Figures illustrate the performance of message relaying after 25 minutes in an area with one gateway/km2.

7 (b) illustrates the probability that a message will reach
the Internet after 25 minutes. We would like to mention
that when there is no forwarding, the probability that a
message will reach a gateway is the same with the prob-
ability that the host will reach a gateway. Essentially,
this probability is the same with the probability that a
host will acquire the data in FIS for a gateway density
equal to the server density in FIS. As in Figure 7 (a) this
probability increases when forwarding is enabled. In a
different setting with a very low transmission power, that
corresponds to 8 meters, and with high density of hosts
(such as 100 hosts/km2), after 2.5 hours, 5% of the to-
tal generated messages will reach a gateway directly and
38% of them via another relay host.

To summarize the simulation results,

• P-P schemes outperform S-C schemes. The results
indicate that, the probability that a host that queries
for a data object will acquire it by time t using FIS
and P-P, follows the 1−e−a

√

t and 1−e−at, respec-
tively. In case of high density of cooperative hosts,
the data dissemination using P-P grows even faster.
Generally, their difference becomes more promi-
nent in cases of lower transmission power (medium
and low) with more than ten hosts. In our setting
with ten or more hosts per km2, P-P provides 60%
or higher probability for acquiring the data item to
hosts that move in the area for 25 minutes and trans-
mit with medium or high power. This probability
is three times higher than in FIS. In some of the
cases, their difference in average delay is negligible,
in other cases FIS has lower average delay (with a
maximum difference of 100 sec).

• Forwarding (i.e., rebroadcasting 7DS messages
upon their receipt) in addition to data sharing does
not result in any performance improvements.

• The query interval has negligible effect on S-C
schemes.

• The synchronous power conservation method is
beneficial. It increases the power savings without
degrading the data dissemination.

• The performance remains the same when we scale
up the area, but keep the density of cooperative
dataholders and transmission range fixed.

• Dominant parameters are the density of coopera-
tive hosts and their wireless coverage density. Also,
their mobility can contribute to higher data dissem-
ination. For a given wireless coverage density, the
larger the density of cooperative hosts, the better the
performance. For example, in both the P-P and FIS
schemes, for the same wireless coverage, it is more
efficient to have a larger number of servers with
lower transmission power than fewer with higher
transmission power.

• Message relaying can increase the data access by
exploiting the host mobility.

4 Data dissemination as a diffusion
controlled process

This section discusses our initial efforts to study ana-
lytically the data dissemination and generalize further
our results. This section contributes a novel approach
to model data dissemination. We also address the main
theoretical results and challenges. The models are based
on diffusion controlled process that uses theory from
random walks and environment [22] and the kinetics of
diffusion-controlled chemical processes [23]. In partic-
ular, we use the diffusion in a medium with randomly
distributed static traps to model the FIS scheme.
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Let us first define the static trapping model. Parti-
cles of type C perform diffusive motion in d-dimension
space. Particles of type S (“sinks” or traps) are static
and randomly distributed in space. Particles C are ab-
sorbed on particles S when they step onto them. The
basic trapping model assumes traps of infinite capacity.
The diffusion controlled processes focus on the survival
probability, that is the probability that a particle will not
get trapped as a function of time.

For Rosenstock’s trapping model in d dimensions
(with a genuinely d-dimensional, unbiased walk of finite
mean-square displacement per step), it is showed that the
large-n behaviour of the survival probability

log(φn) ≈ −α[log(
1

1 − q
)]2/(d+2)nd/(d+2) (1)

In Eq. 1 α is a lattice-dependent constant and q denotes
the concentration of the independently distributed, irre-
versible traps.

As we mentioned in Section 3.1, in FIS the informa-
tion sharing takes place among the server and the querier.
When a 7DS querier comes in close proximity to the
server, it acquires the data. It is easy to draw the anal-
ogy: the traps are the stationary information servers, the
particles C are the queriers and the trapping is essen-
tially receiving the data. We model the stationary infor-
mation servers as traps and the mobile peers as particles
C. When a host acquires the data, it stops participating
in the system, and with respect to the model is consid-
ered “trapped”. Figure 8 illustrates the the analytical and
simulation results on data dissemination as a function of
time. The analytical results on Trap model are derived
from Eq. 1 (i.e., Rosenstock’s trapping model) for high
and medium wireless coverage.
We define q as π R2Nservers/A and use an R equal to
230 m and 115 m for high and medium wireless cover-
age, respectively. For the simulation results on FIS in
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Figure 8: Simulation and analytical Trap model results
on FIS.

Figure 8, we use the FIS simulations we described in
Section 3. Note that, using Eq. 1 the 1 − φn expresses
the fraction of hosts that acquire the data at time n. As
Figure 8 illustrates, our simulations are consistent with
Eq. 1 (in two dimensions) for α equal to 0.021. That is,
using the Eq. 1, the (1 − φn) ∗ 100% match our simu-
lation results for the percentage of dataholders at time n
for the FIS scheme we described.

An attractive feature of the diffusion controlled pro-
cesses in the context of our research is that it can pro-
vide elegant tools and methodology to investigate data
dissemination for different server distributions. Also, we
currently explore how we can use it to model other types
of interaction (S-C and P-P schemes) and incorporate pa-
rameters such as the expiration of data objects.

Generally, the dominant contribution to the survival
probability comes from particles which happen to be in
large trap-free regions. Thus, as long as the trap ra-
dius is finite, it can be neglected compared to the ra-
dius of the optimal trap-free region, and its dependence
on the survival probability is asymptotically negligible
[24]. However, there are settings and experimentally rel-
evant time scales, the effect of the trap radius is impor-
tant, but also not easy to calculate. These calculations
are general much harder than the asymptotic estimate.
As we describe in Section 3, the simulation results in-
dicate the transient behaviour of the data dissemination
(“survival probability”) and the impact of the wireless
coverage (“trap radius”).

5 Related work
Napster [25] and Gnutella [26] are two systems that ex-
plore the cooperation among hosts and enable data shar-
ing among users in a fixed wired network. The first is
focus in sharing music files, whereas the latter for any
type of files. In contrast to Gnutella, 7DS does not
need to discover its neighbors or maintain connections
with them, but only multicast its queries to a well known
group. Also, note that 7DS (in the default mode) restricts
the query propagation to the wireless LAN. Unlike Nap-
ster 7DS operates in a distributed fashion without the
need of any central indexing server. Moreover, Napster
requires user intervention and effort for uploading files,
whereas 7DS does this automatically.
Infostations have first been mentioned by Imielinski in
the DataMan project [11]. Badrinath was among the first
to propose an infrastructure for supplying information
services, such as e-mail, fax and web access by plac-
ing infostations at traffic lights and airport entrances.
Imielinski et al [10] investigate methods for accessing
broadcast data in such a way that running time (which af-
fects battery life) and access time (waiting time for data)
are minimized. They demonstrate that providing index
or hashing based access to the data transmitted over the
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wireless can result in significant improvement in battery
utilization. Barbara et al [27] propose and study a taxon-
omy of difference cache invalidation strategies and study
the impact of client’s disconnection times on their per-
formance.

Caching and prefetching have been successfully em-
ployed to alleviate user perceived latencies and there
has been extensive research. In the context of mobile
users, hoarding is a similar technique to prefetching to
improve the data availability (for users that experience
intermittent connectivity) [8, 9]. In a similar context to
ours, prefetching targeted for mobile users in a wide-area
wireless network has been used in [28]. Tao Ye, et al [28]
assume an infostation deployment. Their prefetching al-
gorithm uses location, route and speed information to
predict future data access. Their emphasis is on devising
and evaluating techniques for building network-aware
applications. They describe an intelligent prefetching al-
gorithm for a map-on-the-move application that delivers
maps, at the appropriate level of detail, on demand for
instantaneous route planning. When a mobile user enters
an infostation coverage it prefetches a fixed amount of k
bytes that corresponds to a map with a certain level of de-
tail, where k depends on user speed. They investigate the
effectiveness of infostations as compared to a traditional
wide-area wireless network. There are two main differ-
ences of their setting with our FIS based schemes. First,
in their environment, mobile clients are constantly con-
nected to a wireless network. Devices are using a high
bandwidth link when they are within infostation cover-
age. Outside these regions, their requests are passed to
the server via a conventional cellular base-station. In our
case, the mobile hosts have no wide-area network access.
Second, they investigate the effectiveness of (fixed) info-
stations as compared to a traditional wide-area wireless
network. For that, they vary the infostation density and
its coverage. In our case, we consider a fixed infosta-
tion (i.e., FIS) in the region of 1 km x 1 km (that corre-
sponds to low infostation density). As we explained in
the Section 1, the focus of this paper is to investigate a
different data access method, namely, peer-to-peer data
sharing among mobile users. For its evaluation, we com-
pare it to the access via an infostation. Also, we vary
several parameters (like various mobility patterns, power
conservation methods and querying schemes) that have
not been investigated in [28]. We should mention that
their qualitative result, that having many infostations that
cover small ranges is a more optimal topology than hav-
ing few infostations that cover large ranges is consistent
with ours.

Kravets, et al [29] present an innovative transport
level protocol that achieves power savings by selectively
choosing short periods of time to suspend communica-
tion and shut down the communication device. It queues

data for future delivery during periods of communica-
tion suspension, and decides predicting when to restart
communication. This work motivated us to consider
schemes for predicting high data availability in our set-
ting to power on the communication device and start
7DS. In Section 3, we discuss this in more detail.

There is substantial peer-to-peer work in the file sys-
tem and OS literature that is relevant, including the Fi-
cus [30], JetFile [31], Bayou [32] projects. All of them
are replicated storage systems based on the peer-to-peer
architecture. Ficus is a distributed file system aiming
to a wide-scale, Internet-based use. It supports repli-
cation using a single-copy availability, optimistic up-
date policy. Its main focus is on the consistency among
the different copies and reconciliation algorithms to re-
liably detect concurrent updates and automatically re-
store consistency. Like Ficus, Bayou provides support
for application-dependent resolution of conflicts, but un-
like Ficus, it does not attempt to provide transparent con-
flict detection. JetFile requires file managers to join a
multicast group for each file they actively use or serve.
Our system is targeted in a different environment and ad-
dresses different research issues. The primary concern of
our work is the effect of the wireless coverage, collabora-
tion strategy and power conservation method in the data
dissemination across mobile hosts, rather than consistent
replication.

Flooding and gossiping (a variant on flooding, that
sends messages only to some neighboring nodes instead
of all) protocols have been also studied extensively. For
example, [33] presents a protocol for information dis-
semination in sensor networks. In their setting, the sen-
sors are fixed and the network fully connected. They
measure both the amount of data these protocols dissem-
inate over time and the amount of energy the dissipate.
It features meta-data negotiation prior to data exchange
to ensure that the latter is necessary and desired, elimi-
nating duplicate data transmissions, and with power re-
source awareness. They compare their work with more
conventional gossiping and flooding approaches. A more
theoretical work [34] assumes a system where the nodes
are placed on a line. They present an optimal algorithm
for broadcasting and compute the expected number of
time steps required for it to complete. More theoretical
studies on information dissemination have used percola-
tion theory [35] or epidemic models. In percolation the-
ory, the nodes are typically fixed on a lattice and there-
fore these models are not adequate for our setting.

Grossglauser et al [36] show how the mobility can in-
crease the capacity of mobile ad-hoc wireless networks.
They evaluate the average per session throughput and
asymptotic performance. In our work we focus on the
transient behaviour of the message relaying and the im-
pact of various parameters.
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6 Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we presented 7DS, a new peer-to-peer data
sharing system. 7DS is an architecture enabling the
exchange of data among peers that are not necessarily
connected to the Internet. It anticipates the information
needs of users and fulfills them by searching for informa-
tion among peers. To assess the efficiency of information
dissemination via 7DS, and also investigate the effect of
the wireless coverage range, network size, query mech-
anism, cooperation strategy among the mobile hosts and
power conservation over time, we performed an exten-
sive simulation-based study. This study involves two
main data dissemination approaches, namely peer-to-
peer (P-P) and server-to-client (S-C). We measured the
percentage of data holders and also the average delay
until a querier gets the data item since it sent the first
query. We found that the density of cooperative hosts
and their mobility are dominant parameters for data dis-
semination. We studied the scaling effect in our simula-
tions and found that the performance remains the same
when scale the area, but keep the density of cooperative
dataholders and power transmission fixed. Also, the sim-
ulation results indicate that for fixed wireless coverage
density, the larger the density of cooperative hosts, the
better the performance. For example, both in FIS and P-
P, for the same wireless coverage, it is more efficient to
have a larger number of servers with lower transmission
power than fewer with higher transmission power. The
combination of power conservation and synchronization
of the network interface on periods is beneficial for 7DS
users, since it increases substantially the power savings
without degrading data dissemination. For example, for
an average delay of 6 minutes, a host using FIS gets the
data with a 40% probability. Whereas with (sync) P-P
with data sharing, even in the case of low density (five
hosts per km2 interested in the same data), this probabil-
ity is double.

It is important to understand the impact of mobility
pattern on data dissemination. For the same mobility pat-
tern, when only the speed changes, we can compute the
new probability of acquiring the data as a function of
time using the previous results. In cases of group mo-
bility, we also expect the impact of cooperation and the
difference of FIS and P-P schemes to increase. For user
mobility, most of the studies on ad hoc routing protocols
use random-walk based models. The randway model ap-
pears reasonable for a conference setting [37]. We do not
expect substantial changes in the performance of FIS vs.
P-P using other random-walk based models. For exam-
ple, the analytical results in Section 4 use random walk
(that differs from the randway model in the time scale of
the displacement step). However, it is difficult to spec-
ulate the performance of the system for other mobility

patterns. Unfortunately, there are not many traces avail-
able of actual data access patterns of mobile, wireless
users or realistic models for different scenarios. In earlier
work [38], we simulated a baseline scenario of informa-
tion sharing in a subway, where users enter the platform,
ride a subway car, reach their destination stop and leave.
However, the mobility model was oversimplified and the
performance of data dissemination tied to that setting.
The development of realistic and general models for the
performance analysis of mobile, ad hoc networking sys-
tems remains imperative.

An attractive feature for 7DS is a mechanism that
would indicate the appropriate interaction (P-P, S-C with
active or passive querying) based on several parameters,
such as data availability prediction, cooperative users in
close proximity and battery level. Advertisement mes-
sages from servers or other cooperative hosts, traffic
measurements and location information (of gateways or
servers) can provide hints. We plan to investigate how
they can be used to improve the power utilization and
the performance of data dissemination and message re-
laying. It is also part of our future work to investigate
the impact of on interval of the rendezvous-based power
conservation, considering packet losses and retransmis-
sions.

Currently, we deploy the 7DS on the campus and inte-
grate it with a tour guide and an academic news notifica-
tion system. We would like to get a better understanding
of the applications for mobile devices with respect to de-
lay and privacy requirements, information and query lo-
cality, percentage of users that actually read/use the data
and adequate replacement policies. Design issues related
to the security and user privacy are also part of the on-
going effort.
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